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ABSTRACT  
 
The article analyses the semantics of colour nominations of the Yakut traditional dwelling parts and the 

motivation of their polysemy in the context of the Yakut mythological-poetic worldview with the use of 
comparative-historical linguistic and ethnographic material. The elements of the colour symbols system are 
studied closely with the spatial semiotics of the Yakut house balaghan. The author reveals the transfer of 
meaning, typical of the spatial-temporal vocabulary of the Turkic languages, and analyses the metaphor as one of 
the semiotic mechanisms for preserving and expressing symbolic concepts of the nation.  
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In order to cumulate and translate information in the oral society, the oral tradition develops a complex 

polyglottal mechanism of collective memory with the use of multiple codes (verbal, objective, ritual, etc.). A 
material culture object, an epic formula, a character’s proper name, a ritual can preserve and get a culturally 
significant message across the time. Culture, according to Yury Lotman, is “the only case when humankind uses 
that colossal potential for storing and arranging information that they have found in culture and whose nature they 
do not understand to the full extend” (1).  

The subject of the present study is colour nominations of the traditional Yakut house parts, with the 
metaphor being analyzed as one of the semiotic mechanisms of preserving and expressing symbolic concepts of 
the nation.  

Yakut balaghan1, whose foundation was laid out by cardinal directions, had the northern half, called khara 
djie ‘black house’, and the southern part, called urung djie2 ‘white house’. From the ancient times, the words for 
achromatic colours were attributed symbolic meanings, and were widely used by Turkic people in their cultures 
and languages for constructing various classifications and mythological systems, which, naturally, affected their 
semantics. The analysis of this antonymic pair has revealed extremely vast semantic structure with the “archived” 
and preserved “compactly packed” information on the world order. 

The names of the habitation sides have several meanings, and the polysemy unites the objects in 
accordance with the mythological logic. As the material shows, the nominations of the dwelling parts are closely 
interrelated with the metaphors, typical of most Turkic languages, whose structure is similar to the symbolic matrix 
of the world description. The Yakut material represents an interesting case when the arrangement of the colour 
and spatial-temporal metaphors, and their antonymic and synonymic relations demonstrate a system stemming 
from the myth, in the context of which the polysemy gets its motivation – the linguistic structures intersect with the 
mythological.  

In the traditional Yakut culture, the set expression urung djie ‘white house’ / khara djie ‘black house’ were 
understood, first, as the opposition of the southern midday and northern midnight, sunny and shadow sides. The 
adjective ürüŋ ‘white’ also means ‘light, bright, so its semantics has the seme of light; in the Yakut folklore it is a 
constant epithet of the sun. The lexeme qara ‘black’ in Turkic and Mongolian languages has a meaning of 
‘shadow’, ‘dark’, and in Altai and Uzbek languages it also means ‘night’ (2). 

The house parts urung djie / khara djie were also referred to as unga dieki ‘the right3 southern side / 
khangas dieki ‘left northern side’; the latter expressions had the following synonyms: khotu ‘north(ern)’, ‘midnight’ / 
soghuru “south(ern)’, ‘midday; kun ortoto ‘south, ‘midday / tuun ortoto ‘north, ‘midnight (3).  

                                                
1  “A hut built from thin logs in the shape of frustum pyramid, the winter yurt (kystyk balaghan) and the summer yurt (saiylyk 
balaghan)” (45). 
2 The given names of the habitation parts are used mainly in folklore texts. The folk songs say: “Urung-khara djieleriger // 
Uluhuen kelbetegim… Not because of the white-black houses, filled with greed, I came to you…” (46). 
3 The traditional house of the Turkic peoples faced the east, and such orientation was explained by the cult of the rising sun. 
The dwelling orientation towards the east had a worldview nature. “Only when the eight-legged (devil) saddles us up, we will 
have a door on the western side (of the house),” – said Yakuts. 
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The connection between the nominations of the cardinal directions and the times of day4 is one the most 
ancient and lasting; in the Small inscription on the Kyul-Tegin monument, north, the left side, is related to midnight 
(йырығару тÿн ортусыңару); south, the right side – with the high sun (бiргäрÿ кÿн ортусыңару): “«…ilгäpÿ кÿн 
тoғcық(қ)a, бipгäрÿ кÿн ортусыңару, қурығару кÿн батсықыңа, йырығару тÿн ортусыңару, анта iчpäкi 
бодун коп м(аңа кöрÿр)…– …in front, where the sun rises, on the right, where the sun is in the zenith, behind, 
where the sun sets, on the left, where the night is in the zenith, - all the peoples living there to m(e dependent)” 
(4). The Yakut names kun ortoto ‘midday’ and ‘south’, tuun ortoto ‘midnight’ and ‘north’ are direct parallels to the 
ancient Turkic phrases “кün ortu 1. midday… 2. south… 3. midday (southern); tün ortu ‘midnight’ and ‘north’”. 

In the modern Turkic languages, the nominations of the southern part of the sky derive from words tush 
‘midday’ or kun, gun, ken ‘sun’, ‘day’: Alt. tushtuk; Teleut. kun tushtugi or tush iany; Karakalpak. tuslik; Kyrg. 
tushduk or kun zhak; Bashk. keniak; Turkm. gun orta; Shor. Kun orty chany. The names for the northern horizon, 
which is associated with night, derive from the words tun, ten ‘night’: Alt. tunduk, Bashk. teniak, Kyrg. tunduk or 
tun zhak, Tatar. teniak, Teleut. Tun iany; cf. ancient Uigur. Tun sary (5).  

The indicated motivation of the colour nominations of the southern and northern parts of the balaghan is 
confirmed by the folklore. The Yakut riddle about the parts of the house is based on the opposition of the light and 
the dark: “Angara kharanga alaas, angara syrdyk alaas baar uhu. – They say, one side of the alaas5 is dark, the 
other – light”. The hero of the Yakut epos Olonkho, when building a house, cuts nine windows through the 
southern wall, “so that my nine-ray high (i.e. at midday) sun, turning to the south, would throw its rays into the 
house. – Toghus ergesteekh tolomon kunum soghuru ergiyerin saghana tolono kiirdin (6). 

The image of the house in the Olonkho texts is always introduced along with the theme of the world 
creation, and serves, in fact, as its metaphor. At midday, the sun reaches its maximum over the horizon and 
passes through the southern horizon. It is notable that the above description relates the southern part not with the 
midday directly, but with the sun. The concepts of ‘day’ and ‘sun’ are named in the Yakut and other Turkic 
languages by one word *kun. 

The dwellings of chtonic characters of the Yakut epos, in accordance with the ‘reversed’ image, have 
windows on the northern side, thus facing the midnight (7). 

The semantics of the nominations urung djie / khara djie can be also interpreted as a distinction between 
the sunny and shadow sides.  

One of the peculiarities of the language material conceptual lay-out in the Turkic languages is manifested 
in the existence of special words for naming the sunny and the shadow sides of the forest, mountain, river, etc, 
the southern and northern slopes, for example, in the Yakut languages there are names khaljaaiy and kuula with 
the respective meanings. The Etymological Dictionary of Turkic languages registers the forms kuz, kuzai, kozak, 
kuskai with the similar meaning ‘northern shadow side of a mountain’, ‘the place where the sun is not seen. 
Specialists suggest that the Turkish name of the north кuzеу stems from the dialect word güz ‘the place without 
the sun’, on the other hand, he points out the Turkish günеу ‘south, ‘southern side’; Azerb. gunei, Karakalpak. 
kyungei ‘the side facing the sun’. In the ancient Turkic language the word кüntün ‘southern’ derives from кün ‘sun’, 
whereas –tün is an indicator of the ablative case (8). 

In the Kyrgyz language, the word teskei (<terskei) means ‘the northern slope of a mountain’ and ‘not-sunny 
shadow side; the Uzbek call mountains, not lit by the sun, i.e. northern slopes of mountains, kora mog (lit. ‘black 
mountains’), and in the Uzbek language dialects the northern side of the horizon is referred to as saya ‘shadow’, 
sayaryui bet (sayaravbet) ‘shadowy side’ (9). 

The lexical-semantic group (LSG) of the spatial-temporal terms is characterized by the transfer of 
meaning, typical of the Turkic languages (the association of notions ‘northern side’ – ‘shadowy side’ – ‘midnight’ 
and ‘southern side’ – ‘sunny side’ – ‘midday’), as well as by symmetric synonymic and antonymic links of words, 
which, in their turn, are characterized by the proportional meanings. The semantic structure of the spatial-
temporal term LSG is explained by the mythological worldview, which is characterized by the spatial-temporal 
syncretism. 

The division of the Yakut balaghan into ‘the white house’ and ‘the black house’ had, secondly, the social 
significance: the white house, the southern part – the best cleanest part of the house with the seats for 
honourable guests. According to ethnographic sources, ‘the black’ half of the Yakut balaghan was ‘a women’s 
corner’, where lived labourers (khamnatchyt) and there was a khoton, a barn for the cattle (10). From the olden 
times, in the Turkic languages, the names of the white and black colour have indicated the social differentiation. 
The Ancient Turkic Dictionary lists the following words and word combinations: qara ‘common, not upper class, 
‘commoner, crowd, the rabble; qara baš ‘slave, qara jüz ‘servant, qara sa(j)yl ‘poor, and ürüŋ ‘‘noble’ (11). The 
word ақ ‘white is used in a number of the Turkic languages as a social term with the meaning ‘noble’, ‘white bone’ 
(‘blue blood’); its antonym is qara ‘the rabble’, ‘common people’, ‘commoner’ (12). The Yakut expressions urung 
(unguokhtaakh) kihi ‘a man of white bone’ and khara kihi ‘black man’ mean ‘a noble man’ and ‘a commoner’, 
respectively. In Turkic cultures, the white colour, opposed to the black one, served as an attribute of the 
aristocracy; whereas the black colour, as L.N. Gumilev notes, has always symbolized the crowd in Asia (13). 

Dwellings of most Turkic people were also divided into the southern men’s and northern women’s halves, 

                                                
4 In the Russian language, the expressions полуденные земли and полуночная страна until recently were understood as 
‘southern lands’ and ‘northern land’, respectively; the Polish language has preserved this metaphor up to date. As a typological 
parallel, we point out at the languages of “the Baltic, Romanian, Finnish-Ugric peoples…; in German, one of the definitions of 
the south is Mittag ‘midday’” (47). 
5 “Alaas – an open space, meadow or field, surrounded by hills covered with trees… a clear meadow in the middle of the forest” 
(48). 
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which were different socially, as well. The Tatar language used similar colour nominations of the men’s grand half 
ak ei, literally ‘white house’, and the women’s kitchen area khara ei, literally ‘black house’, where they cooked and 
did other housework6 (14). Tatars use the word karei (kara ‘black’ + ei ‘house’) for a barn; the Bashkir vocabulary 
has a set expression ak ei (lit. white house), meaning ‘chamber’7 (15).  

Whereas the Yakut colour symbols of the dwelling had a verbal representation, only, other Turkic-
Mongolian ethnic groups, indeed, had yurts of different colours for the rich and the poor. The rich Kyrgyz had 
yurts bigger than the poor, which were covered with white felt (16). The Kyrgyz language used to have an 
expression “Аk uili amanat – ‘a hostage from a white yurt’ – a hostage from a rich and powerful family. In this case, 
the white yurt is a symbol of wealth and power,” – read the comments to Ch. Ch. Valikhanov works (17). G. Kh. 
Korogly believes that in The Book of My Grandfather Korkut, Baiyndyr-khan, Kam-Gan’s son, orders to erect a 
white yurt with the golden crown as a symbol of his khan power (18). A Tuvan yurt covered with dark felt, even 
new, would signal relative poorness of its owners8 (19). As a symbol of their belonging to the white bone – sagaan 
yasu, Buryats raised a white-felt yurt (20).  

Another Yakut riddle about the habitation parts is also based on the social contrast attribution: “Byhaghaha 
eng syhyy, byhaghaha sut syhyy baar uhu. – They say, there is a field that is half-abundant, half-starving”. In 
the Olonkho, the descriptions of the left and right halves differ dramatically, with the left side associated with the 
image of a labourer (khamnachyt): “…pressing against the corner, decorating with ornaments, he made a three-
section bench, as high as possible, for the right side. As for the left side, he made a bench sloppily, from thin 
timber with bark, with the parts at different angles, assuming it is going to be the labourer’s bed – …uugalga 
okhson, usuorduu oyuulaan us suhuokhteekh unguo diekki orunan endechchu okhson kebispit. Khangas dieki 
ettuger – “khamnatchyt orono buoluogha” dien – titirik khatyryktary bahastary khardary-maary annian tutan 
kebispit” (21). 

The аiyy bogatyr, being a guest, sits on the right side: “on the right half of the house there were nine plank 
beds. Having chosen the best one, he sat on the main plank bed and started looking around with his sharp bright 
eyes – unguo dieki toghus oronnookh djie buolla. Onton bulan-talan bastyng orongngo oloro tuste da, ol-bu 
dieki erges-jerges kere olordo” (22).  

 According to ethnographic sources, Turkic people bathed their dead at a respective side: women – on the 
northern, left, men – on the southern, right (23); little children also grow and learn to walk on their side (24). All the 
Turkic peoples marked such division of the house by men’s and women’s items. For example, Kyrgyz people on 
the women’s side (epchi zhak) kept dishware and various utensils, on the men’s side – saddles, harness, guns, 
nets, etc. (25). Aiak-kazan ‘a bowl-caldron’ –that was the name of the women’s side of the alanchik, the traditional 
Teleut dwelling (26); Uzbek had a similar name: chap-ayak or sol bet, i.e. the women’s left side of the yurt (27). In 
the Altai epic exposition, the wife of Altyn-kan bogatyr “was sitting at a fireplace (ot-ayakka oturdy) – lit. “by the 
fire -“bowls was sitting ”, i.e. on the women’s side of the yurt” (28). 

The epic formula “on the right side – ninety servants, like free cranes, they have, on the left side – eighty 
servant girls, like eighty graceful Siberian cranes, they have” (29) describes the disposition of characters, which 
builds the frame of numerous events in the Olonkho, from feasts and rituals to the everyday life.  

Thus, the colour nominations of the Yakut balaghan parts urung djie ‘white house’ / khara djie ‘black house’ 
were differentiated by parameters southern/northern, sunny/shadowy, midday/midnight, social top/social bottom, 
men’s/women’s. The polysemy, uniting the spatial-temporal coordinates and social groups, is explained by the 
semiotic structure of the house space, as well as in the dual mythological system of symbolic classifiers. The 
described semantic structure reflects a fragment of the peculiar world-describing matrix: 

 
White / Black 
Sunny / Shadowy 
Southern (right) / Northern (left) 
Midday / Midnight 
Social top / Social bottom  
Men’s / Women’s. 
 
Through the polysemy of the colour nominations and spatial vocabulary, the habitation image gets 

integrated into the system of symbolic relationships of the colour, spatial directions, times of the day, social status, 
gender differences, etc.  

The multilayer semantics of the dwelling parts nominations is of fundamental nature; behind the system of 
their meanings, there is the myth, its logic, which is especially revealed in the Olonkho, when describing rituals:  

                                                
6 Physical labour, menial work is called in Yakut khara yule (49). 
7 Describing the shaman ritual, experts mention the colour nominations of the yurts where the rituals usually took place: khara ei 
– lit. ‘black house’, i.e. ‘ wagon’, ‘yurt’ from the Turkmen language, sagaan ger or sagaan balgaahan ‘white house’ from Mongol 
(50). 
8 In Tuvan tales, the Khan’s yurt has the epithet ak ‘white’ (51). 
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Unga dieki  
Us uluu oyuuttar  
Uehee doiduga takhsardy  
Ere kyyran  
Nirgiye turallar ebit. 
Khanas dieki  
Us aattaakh udagattar  
Allaraa doiduga tuherdii  
Tangnary kyyran  
Namylyha turallar ebit … 

On the right (southern) half (of the house) 
Three great shamans, 
In order to get to the Upper World, 
Conjuring upwards (i.e. the upper spirits), 
Thumping (the drums), they stand. 
On the left (northern) half (of the house) 
Three famous udagans9, 
In order to descend to the Under World, 
Conjuring downwards (i.e. the lower spirits), 
Moving slowly, they stand… 

 (30). 

The parts of the house are not only gender-marked, but also related to the vertical structure of the universe, 
the right southern side, “white house” – with the sky, “black house” – with the bowls of the earth. Cf. with the 
ethnographic material: when offering sacrifices to the spirits of the Upper World, the Yakuts placed bagakh (a post 
to hang the skin of the sacrifice animal and so on) to the right of the yurt, whereas when offering to the Under 
World spirits – to the left of the yurt10 (31).  

The logic of the mythological geography, where the north is associated with the bottom and the south – 
with the top, was described by (32).  

As interesting are the lexical data: in the Turkic and other languages, the nominations of the north and the 
south also mean ‘bottom’ and ‘top’. The Yakut word khotu ‘north’, ‘northbound’ had a meaning ‘down’; allara also 
had several meanings: ‘bottom, lower; at the bottom; under down the river, downstream, northbound’. E.K. 
Pekarsky noted in the lexeme üӧhӓ such meanings as ‘height, depth; summit; upper reach, south (33); in the 
modern Yakut language, uehe has preserved the meaning ‘south’ in few dialects, only (34); the south is defined 
with the word soghuru, which some researchers relate to the ancient Turkic yoqaru ‘top, upwards’ (35). 

In the Khakas, Shor, Salar, Saryg-Yugur and other languages, the original meaning of spatial terms 
defining the south and the north, is also connected with the top-bottom opposition (36). For instance, in the 
Khakas language, which is very close to the Yakut, ‘the south’ is called üstünzaryq, i,e, ‘the upper side’ (from ustin 
– ‘top’, cf. Yakut uehe; sari – ‘side’, cf. Yakut yoryut), and the north – altynzaryq, i.e ‘the bottom side’ (cf. Yakut 
alyn – bottom)” (37).  

The southern-siberian Turks related the house structure with the universe, which was divided, like the 
yurt space, into the men’s southern and women’s northern sides, with ‘the south interpreted as ‘top’, and the 
north – as ‘bottom’; the men’s side of the house was considered top, and the women’s – bottom”. “The things 
that belonged to the women’s items were placed in that half of the yurt that was described by such attributes as 
women’s, bottom, northern, underground” (38). “The location of the owner in the yurt, - writes S.N. Solomatina 
about the Tuvan yurt, - is associated with the honourable part of the habitation (tӧr), whereas the mistress’s 
place is linked to the fertile land” (39). In other words, the structure of the dwelling and the society was 
understood as similar to the cosmologic: the social bottom was related to the Earth, the black colour, the ruling 
top - with the sky and the white colour (cf. the expression from the Orkhon runic texts: born/erected by the sky 
kagan). 

The universal concept of the dwelling as imagо mundi determined the spatial composition of shaman 
rituals devoted to the spirits of the underground and sky spheres. The Yakut epic says: “Djielerin unga dieki 
ertuger toghus baghaagy aspyttar, toghus mangan atyyry baaibyttar, toghus aiyy oyuunun satyylappyttar, yhyakh 
yspyttar. Djielerin khangas ertuger aghys baghaagy aspyttar, aghys uer oghuhun baaibyttar yuhyu, aghys aiyy 
udaghanyn satyylappyttar, suoratynan maiylattarbyttar …” – “On the right (southern) side of the house they 
placed nine posts, tied nine white stallions, called nine Aiyy shamans, scattered kumys. On the left (northern) side 
of the house they placed eight posts, tied eight mortal oxen, called eight udagans, spilt suorat drink…” (40).  

 The division of the house into the two parts structures the description of the ritual and shows the 
worldview, where the southern side is related to such respected objects as the sky, the white horse, divine milk 
drink kymus11, the numeral nine (toghus)12, men. In Yakut mythology, the southern part of the Upper world is 
home to Djehegei, the God-protector of horses, whereas the northern part of the Under World is home to 
Ynakhsyt Old Woman, the Spirit-protector of cattle. As it has been mentioned above, the northern half13 of the 
Yakut balaghan, i.e. “the black house” was the place where the khoton, the barn for the cattle was; the horse 
stables were located south of the dwelling, i.e. on ‘the white house’ side (41).  

In respect to the gender symbols and colour symbols, we would like to mention Yakut names for horses 
and cattle: er kihi suehu “men’s cattle’, yurung suuruk ‘white runners’, i.e. horses, and djakhtar suehu ‘women’s 
cattle’, khara suuruk ‘black runners’, i.e. cows. Long time ago V.M. Ionov wrote that “the Yakuts divided the 
                                                
9 In Altai beliefs, the upper world was “accessible for male shamans, only”, “A woman does not serve Ulgen“(52). “Female 
shamans can address Erlik and the spirits of the earth (jer-su)” (53). 
10 In the ethnographic descriptions of shamanistic rituals, a shaman, imitating the journey down, to the earth bowels, jumps and 
dances fiercely on the northern left side of the yurt, ‘dives’, lies for a very long time in silence at the foot of the left post of the so-
called “black house” (54); the shaman calls the soul (kut) of a sick person, stolen by an evil spirit abaahy, from underground in 
the left northern half of the dwelling khara djie (55). 
11 When offering to the sky deities, the Yakut and other Turkic peoples sprinkle the mare’s milk milked in the morning. 
12 The numerals odd nine and even eight are not only related to the vertical and horizontal division of space, the Upper and 
Under Worlds, but also marked as gender numerals in the Yakut tradition (56). 
13 R. Maak writes that he has never seen a yurt with a khoton on the southern side, “I have not found out why, - he adds,- but I 
was told it is a custom…” (57). 
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universe, on the one hand, into the upper divine, i.e. the men’s, and on the other – into the lower, grounded, i.e. 
the women’s. The first was represented by the horse, the second – by the cow. This explains such rituals at 
Ysyakh: the sacrifice to the Sky – horses (of fair colour), and the Mother Earth – cows; men being buried with their 
beloved horses, and women – with their cows (42). 

We would like to point out that the mentioned in the text notions – the southern side of the house, Aiyy 
shaman, horses, kumys – are encoded in the Yakut language through the white colour (urung djie, urung oyuun, 
urung suuruk, urung as); the left part of the dwelling, cattle, suorat – through the black colour (khara djie, khara 
suuruk, khara as14). The set expressions urung djie / khara djie are connected with the spatial-temporal terms by 
the synonymic relationships; moreover, they are a part of the lexical-semantic group of words united by the colour 
metaphor in the Yakut language: 

 
urung djie white house – khara djie black house 
urung suuruk ‘horses’ – khara suuruk ‘cattle’ 
urung as white food ‘dairy food’ – khara as black food ‘meat food’ 
urung oyuun white shaman – khara oyuun black shaman 
urung (unguokhtaakh) kihi ‘a noble man’ – khara kihi ‘a commoner’ (43). 
 
Overall, we see a lexical structure reflecting an original system of dividing the world, its categorization; thus, 

we can talk about the cultural memory of words; “behind the meanings of image-motivated nominative units – 
words and idioms – hides the culture” (44). The linguistic metaphor serves a kind of a niche for cumulating 
culturally significant information, a means of its compression and a transfer channel. 

In conclusion, we would like to note the outstanding role of the house image in the culture of Yakuts and 
other Turkic peoples. The house, on the one hand, is a very familiar and ordinary object for a human being; on the 
other, it is one of the central cultural concepts, uniting space, time, society, person, ritual into a complex dynamic 
whole in the mythological-poetic worldview. The interaction of the lexical metaphor with mythological 
classifications reveals the relation of linguistic structures with the semiotics of the dwelling and the ritual.  
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